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Gentrack names Jan Behrens as new Chief 
Technology Officer 

Visionary CTO to shape new technology strategy as the company embarks on its next phase 
of growth and development in utility and airport software markets. 

Gentrack Group (NZX/ASX: GTK), a leader in utility billing and customer experience software 
and airport operational management technology, announces the appointment of Jan Behrens 
to the role of Chief Technology Officer.  

Behrens comes to Gentrack from Orion Health (NZX/ASX: OHE), a global leader in patient care 
software, where he was EVP of Engineering and EVP Shared Technology Group. Before joining 
Orion Health, he was CTO of PayGlobal, a company acquired by MYOB in 2014. He is 
passionate about new technologies and the value they bring to businesses. 

“It’s an exciting time for Gentrack and I’m delighted with this opportunity to lead the 
company’s R&D programme, as we look to support our customers’ increasingly innovative 
business models. I’m excited about how utilities in particular are embracing customer 
engagement channels and emerging smart grid technologies, including peer-to-peer micro-
grids, solar and battery storage. Gentrack is uniquely positioned at the heart of this 
transformation, engaging with utilities to unlock the full value of these new opportunities 
through our expertise and Velocity platform.” 

Ian Black, Gentrack’s Chief Executive Officer says, “Gentrack already has an unmatched 
reputation for delivering flexible, proven software that manages critical business processes for 
utilities and airports. Our focus now is to invest in both the talent and the software that will 
further enhance our client’s profitability and enable them to deliver an outstanding customer 
experience. Jan’s leadership in high growth companies and deep experience in Cloud, digital 
technologies and agile software development will provide a real boost to our innovation 
initiatives.” 

The appointment of Behrens is part of a wider organisational restructure within Gentrack to 

support the company’s growth. Key initiatives include the development of a framework to 

more rapidly recruit, train and nurture its talent and the recent establishment of a global 

consultancy service business. 

“Utilities and airports want to work with providers they trust, who bring insight, innovation 
and help deliver measurable business value,” said Black. “That has always been the Gentrack 
difference. Our Consultancy Services will leverage the incredible depth of industry knowledge 
within our organisation to further bolster the business value we deliver to each of our clients.” 
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Contacts 

• Aaron Baker – Marketing Manager 
aaronb@gentrack.com 
+64 9 966 6090 

About Gentrack 
Auckland-based Gentrack is a developer of specialist software for energy utilities, water 
companies and airports around the world. It employs over 250 people in offices in New 
Zealand, Australia and the UK and services utility and airport sites across four continents.  

Gentrack is comprised of two leading software products - Gentrack Velocity and Airport 20/20. 
Gentrack Velocity is a specialist billing and CRM product designed for energy utilities and water 
companies in competitive and regulated utilities markets. Airport 20/20 is a comprehensive 
Airport Operational System engineered to optimise an airport’s operations through intelligent 
collaboration, streamlining airport information flows and transforming the passenger 
experience. 
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